Mr. Heaps –History 104, Spring, 2010

Section 23724 M-W 5:45-7:00PM GCC North A114 January 20-May 10, 2010
Section 23728 Th 7:10-9:55 PM GCC Main Campus CL13 January 21-May 13, 2010

Textbook: “Liberty and Justice for all” Vol. 2, James Davidson and others

ASSIGNMENTS

Week of January 18
Cover the West using primary source materials: The Sand Creek Massacre, Assignment, Chapter 18

Week of January 25
Begin unit: America Changes from an Agricultural Nation to an Industrial One, Assignment Chapter 19.

Week of February 1
Continue above unit: Immigration and Labor, Assignment, Chapter 19-20

Week of February 8
Protest Groups, Politics and Government, Assignment, Chapter 21
Assignment test on Chapters 18-21 and material covered in class

Week of February 15  Monday class will not meet on February 15.
Progressive Period, Chapter 22

Week of February 22
Imperialism, Chapter 21, Test next week on Chapters 21&22 and the material covered in class

Week of March 1
WWI will basically be covered with the movie “All Quiet on the Western Front” by Eric Remarque. This test will be 6 essay questions, usually 2-3 typewritten pages worth 60 points, Assignment Chapter 23

Week of March 8
The 1920’s, Assignment Chapter 24

Week of March 15 -19 Spring Break

Week of March 22
Test on WWI, begin 1930’s. Assignment Chapter 25
Week of March 29
Begin WWII, Assignment Chapter 26, video “Hitler: Fatal Attraction”, start slide presentation on WWII, test chapters 24,25

Week of April 5
Continue WWII, selections from Patton and D-Day

Week of April 12
Conclude WWII, start the Cold War Assignment Chapter 27, Truman, Eisenhower. Test on WWII

Week of April 19
Kennedy, Johnson, begin Vietnam, Chapters 28-30

Week of April 26
Continue slides on Vietnam. Video: Dear America: Letters Home from Vietnam

Week of May 3
Conclude video on Vietnam

Week of May 10  M-W Class Final Exam May 10 and Th Class Final May 13
Final Exam includes Truman through Viet Nam